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The Brampton Real Estate Board Presents 
‘YOU BE THE JUDGE!’ Registrant lessons to be learned 

 

 

Seminar Highlights:  

Can salespeople and brokers really understand the value of learning a lesson from those lessons 

learned by others? …YES Absolutely!  This session is loaded with cases synopsized to review 

(legal, professional standards, discipline and arbitration cases).  In a short window of time, this 

session will take participants down a road of understanding messages from the courts, from 

RECO, the Registrar and from the real estate industry in general.  Clearly CAUTION is the 

messages that surfaces, after reviewing numerous cases and decisions.   

The participants begin to deliberate, pondering non-compliance, violations, guilt or innocence, 

adding consideration to penalty (if any applicable).  Following group discussions, actual findings 

and penalties will be presented, placing checks and balances on wrong doings and impact and 

potential impact of success or liability within a registrants’ business practice.   

Do you think your members or salespeople can spot a discipline penalty worthy action and 

the penalty value?  This session can help registrants become more aware, helping and 

encouraging them to take the best practice path to avoid becoming an example to others in the 

industry.  

This session uses actual legal, discipline and arbitrations cases… Asking what might have gone 

very wrong legally or ethically?   Further searching for the answers to these questions… 

- What is the impact on the registrants involved and on the industry as a whole? 

- Who has been penalized for bad trading activity?    

- What is the penalty value? … are these penalties affecting a registrants business more 

than in a monetary way? 

- What lessons are to be learned from past situations, for today and most importantly 

tomorrow!   

And then 

- Recognizing the final decisions are final, liking them not a necessity - learning from them 

an absolute 

- Registrar’s Bulletins - Regulations for the Real Estate & Business Brokers Act 2002 

- Briefly revisiting Provincial, Federal Statute and Agency Common Law applicable for 

Ontario Registrants    

DISCOUNTED RATES:       BREB Members: $45.00 + HST              
NON-BREB Members: $55.00 + HST            Registrants: $65.00 + HST    
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NOTE: BREB has gone “GREEN”. Course materials will no longer be printed at the 

Board Office. All participants will be emailed a confirmation along with a pdf version of 

the workbook two (2) business days prior to the seminar date. It will be your 

responsibility to download the course materials from the PDF, print it and bring it to 

class. Alternatively, you may bring your laptop or tablets and open up the pdf or use Wi-

Fi connection. BREB requires all participants to present their RECO License and be 

present for the full duration of the course to receive Completion certificate.  


